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We report on the design, implementation, and performance, of the parallel term-rewriting
system PaReDuX. We discuss the parallelization of three term completion procedures:
Knuth{Bendix completion, completion modulo AC, and unfailing completion. Our par-
allelization is strategy-compliant, i.e., the parallel code performs exactly the same work
as the sequential code, but the work load is shared by many processors. PaReDuX is
designed for shared memory parallel architectures, such as multi-processor workstations,
where it shows good performance on a variety of examples.
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1. Introduction
The advent of shared memory multi-processor workstations on the desk-top poses new
challenges and opportunities for symbolic computation. Parallel workstations support
programs that are multi-threaded; traditional single-threaded programs can utilize only
a fraction of their total computation power. Hence we must learn how to bring symbolic
computation into the multi-threaded future. More speciflcally, we must acquire know-
how in the areas of parallel data-structure design, parallel programming techniques, and
parallel systems environments, which permit us to build and run parallel symbolic com-
putation systems as our standard tools on the desk-top.
The speciflc topic of this paper is to provide an answer for the area of term-rewriting
and completion. We discuss the design, implementation, and performance, of PaReDuX,
a system evolving, by multi-threading, from the sequential ReDuX term-rewriting labo-
ratory (Bu˜ndgen, 1993; Bu˜ndgen et al. 1995).
1.1. overview
The contributions of this paper are in several areas. We parallelized plain Knuth{
Bendix completion, completion modulo AC, and unfailing completion, in a single system
and obtained a wealth of empirical performance data. Our parallelizations show good
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overall speed-ups, roughly of the order of 2{3.8, on 4 processors of a parallel workstation.
We also developed a parallel term data-structure which permits several processes to use
terms simultaneously in matching or uniflcation attempts.
We employed a high-level divide-and-conquer programming style which generates par-
allelism through calls to a well-deflned kernel. Our parallel completion algorithms are
strategy compliant, i.e., are guaranteed to adhere to a statically selected strategy. Their
performance is stable, reproducible and predictable. It had been an open problem whether
signiflcant speed-ups could be achieved using relatively flne-grained shared-memory tech-
niques on these algorithms.
The construction of PaReDuX started with the high-quality sequential implementation
of completion in the ReDuX system (Bu˜ndgen, 1993), which we parallelized gradually.
PaReDuX now contains data-structures and algorithms for parallel Knuth{Bendix com-
pletion of plain term-rewriting systems (Knuth and Bendix, 1970), of completion modulo
associativity and commutativity (AC) (Peterson and Stickel, 1981), and unfailing com-
pletion (Bachmair et al., 1989)y.
In order to develop PaReDuX, we must flrst ‘parallelize’ the ReDuX data structures in
such a way that concurrent access is possible by multiple threads of control with minimal
synchronization, and then we must parallelize the algorithms. We achieved this in a very
systematic way, using a high-level divide-and-conquer approach to parallel programming,
and hiding the key change in data structures behind an existing access abstraction.
We work under the general restriction of strategy compliance, i.e., no change of the
completion strategy is allowed when going parallel. Thus the parallel work is exactly the
same as the sequential work, and no new correctness proofs are needed. All speed-ups
come from spreading this work over the processors of a parallel workstation. Our parallel
algorithm library can be used as a building block within other, more coarse-grained,
completion algorithms which may derive additional speed-ups from parallel search.
This work is closely related to the design of PARSAC-2 (Ku˜chlin, 1990, 1995), a sys-
tem which focusses on multi-threaded algebraic computation. PARSAC-2 is a paral-
lel extension of the sequential SAC-2 system in its SACLIB form (Buchberger et al.,
1993), whose algorithms form its algebraic kernel. All parallel constructs are provided
by its S-threads parallelization environment (Ku˜chlin, 1992), which is an extension of
the threads (lightweight processes) environment supported by most modern operating
systems.
PaReDuX is also built on the S-threads system of PARSAC-2, and applies the same
high-level parallelization style. This was made possible because ReDuX also uses the
list processing module of SAC-2, which could then be replaced by S-threads. Within
PARSAC-2, similar parallel symbolic programming techniques have already been used
to develop algorithms for long integer multiplication, polynomial real root isolation,
and multivariate polynomial g.c.d. computation. Therefore, beyond their signiflcance of
speeding up term-completion in practice, the results presented here contribute towards
our overall goal of developing the know-how for practically useful parallel symbolic com-
putation.
Our hardware architecture is a shared memory multiprocessor such as a typical parallel
workstation. S-threads acts as a resource broker between the demands of the algorithms
and the capacities of the hardware. The parallel algorithms themselves use no application
y ReDuX also contains a module for inductive completion whose parallelization is left for future work.
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level assumptions on the architecture (such as the number of processors etc.) and do not
contain low-level code such as explicit task schedulers or assignment of tasks to processors.
We now proceed as follows. In the remainder of this section we give a more detailed
motivation for our work. In Section 2, we present the context of completion terminology
and of our parallelization approach as far as it is necessary to understand our results. In
Section 3, we present our parallelization philosophy. Section 4 proposes a classiflcation of
parallel completion procedures and shows how known parallelization approaches flt into
that framework. Section 5 explains the parallel algorithms, and Section 6 the parallel
data-structures used in PaReDuX. Section 7 contains empirical data about the perfor-
mance of our parallel completion procedures on the problems whose speciflcation is given
in the appendix. Finally, Section 8 presents our conclusions.
1.2. motivation
Since multi-processors have appeared on the desk-top, the programs we work with
on a daily basis must be parallel. For practical reasons, they must not be radically
difierent from the standard sequential programs. They must be upwardly compatible
in functionality, speed, and programming language. Therefore, we seek parallelizations
which start with proven sequential code and value reliability, predictability, and ease of
programming, over other aspects.
The general question motivating this work is: how can we routinely program shared
memory parallel workstations to perform standard symbolic computation tasks equally
well, but faster than before? It is particularly desirable to develop a discipline of parallel
programming which can be applied uniformly to many aspects of symbolic computation,
from Computer Algebra to Theorem Proving.
This paper contributes towards an answer for the important and complex compu-
tational process of completion (Buchberger and Loos, 1982). Completion has both a
term-rewriting form, in the tradition of Knuth and Bendix (1970), and a polynomial
ideal form, in the tradition of Buchberger (1965). Incidentally, the relationship between
both forms is by now well understood (Buchberger,1985; Bu˜ndgen, 1991, 1992), so that
advances with one version can frequently be transferred to the other.
Hence the question arises to what extent completion can be speeded up by paralleliza-
tion and by what means this can be accomplished. Completion procedures are, however,
notoriously hard to parallelize. This is due to several overlapping efiects.
First, completion is a chaotic process in the sense that it is extremely data-dependent
and its course of action, and running time, are impossible to predict from the input data.
Any parallel form must cope with unpredictable and dynamically changing amounts of
parallelism and memory, and no flxed schedules or processor allocations are possible.
Second, completion is extremely strategy dependent and parallel forms are likely to
change the completion strategy, possibly dependent on dynamic scheduling decisionsy.
Strategy induced speed-ups (or slow-downs) may therefore superpose with speed-ups
from parallel work and contort the picture.
Third, completion is at its core a closure computation [cf. Slaney and Lusk (1990)] and
therefore is inherently sequential in the sense that the nth generation of consequences
necessarily depends on the (n¡1)st generation. The amount of parallelism in the process
y Thus parallelization even risks slow-downs, if highly tuned sequential strategies exist.
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is essentially limited by the size of the generations of consequences. This applies partic-
ularly to converging processes. If the number of consequences (and hence the amount of
parallelism) is great, the completion process may be diverging. If the process converges,
the number of consequences (and hence the amount of parallelism) must somehow be
limited. As we shall see in Section 7, the number of consequences to be considered is typ-
ically small during large stretches of a converging completion run, but is several orders
of magnitude larger in the remaining tight spots.
Because of the many facets of completion, it is important to parallelize the process at all
levels of granularity. Most theoretical work has so far focussed on extremely flne-grained
subproblems such as parallel matching. Practical work has focussed on the coarse-grained
end of the spectrum, where it is easier to get speed-ups, but where strategy efiects may
come into play. In this paper, we attack the middle ground where speed-ups are already
di–cult to obtain, especially when programming at a high level of abstraction.
So far, all our parallelizations are strategy compliant, i.e., they are guaranteed to ad-
here to the same completion strategy independent of task scheduling or the number of
processors or the number of other processes in the system. Strategy induced super-linear
speed-ups, but also slow-downs, are therefore impossible. We believe that strategy efiects
should be isolated and exploited separately, and then combined with this work in an
orthogonal way.
Our strategy compliant design has a number of advantages. It produces predictable
and deterministic speed-ups. If processors are added, the code will run faster as long
as there is enough parallelism; if processors are taken away it will gracefully degrade to
sequential performance. Further, all parallel experiments are reproducible. This is impor-
tant for evaluating parallel data structures and for investigating optimal parallelization
grain sizes. Also, completion attempts can be broken ofi and restarted with predictable
behavior. Since our design also speeds up the main completion loop, it is well suited for
the interactive completion of new unknown problems.
We are not aware of other work that speciflcally attempts strategy compliant parallel
term completion. In the Gro˜bner basis case, Faugµere’s (1994) parallelization is strategy
compliant, but it is based on modular computations that have no analogue in term
completion. Attardi and Traverso (1994) have designed a strategy compliant parallel
Gro˜bner basis algorithm similar to ours, but so far the empirical results are limitedy.
In principle, ‘cross fertilization’ between term completion techniques and polynomial
ideal completion techniques is possible, due to the similarity of the procedures. For paral-
lelizations this has been done to some extent by Chakrabarti and Yelick (1993) and Yelick
and Garland (1992). However, polynomial completion seems to be harder to parallelize
than term completion. On the coarse grained level, signiflcant speed-ups are di–cult be-
cause very good sequential strategies exist. Put the other way, the practical signiflcance
of even large speed-ups is limited if the base line of measurement is an inferior sequential
strategy. On the flne-grained level, parallel reduction of critical pairs (i.e., S-polynomials)
performs much excess work because most critical pairs can be deleted through con°u-
ence criteria without reduction. So far, only Faugµere’s parallelization seems to be derived
from, and to achieve speed-ups over, a state-of-the-art sequential implementationy.
It should be noted that our strategy compliant parallelizations can be used within
y Note added in proof : for another parallelization with signiflcant speed-ups see Amrhein et al. (1966).
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other, more coarse-grained parallelizations, e.g., on the multi-processor nodes of a work-
station network.
2. Background
2.1. parallel computation with virtual S-threads
In traditional operating systems, each process has an address space and a single thread
of control. A thread of control is an execution context for a procedure, much as a process
is an execution context for a complete program. A threads system allows several threads,
i.e., procedures, to be active concurrently. Hence multi-threading achieves flner grained
parallelism than multi-processing. A threads system can be implemented at the user
level, but most modern operating systems (Tanenbaum, 1992), such as Mach, Solaris 2.x,
Windows NT or OS/2, provide kernel threads.
New threads can be created by a fork operation. Forking a new thread is similar to
calling a procedure, except that the caller does not wait for the procedure to return.
Instead, the parent continues to execute concurrently with the newly forked child; on a
multiprocessor system this may result in true parallelism. At some later time, the parent
may rendezvous with the child by means of a join operation and retrieve its results.
A thread provides a procedure with a private register flle and a private stack. For
e–cient parallel symbolic computation this is not enough: a private portion of the heap
is needed together with an appropriate (parallel) garbage collection facility. In PARSAC-
2 this is provided by the S-threads system (Ku˜chlin, 1992). S-threads was originally
modeled after C Threads (Cooper and Draves, 1988), the interface to the Mach operating
system. It assumes that a minimal standard threads interface, such as POSIX threads,
is provided by some kernel below. Each kernel thread is then extended to an S-thread
capable of concurrent list processing. In this way, virtually all sequential C programs in
SACLIB will execute unmodifled as a single S-thread, with a slight (say 2{5%) execution
penalty imposed by the parallel list-processing context. S-threads runs on the Mach and
Solaris 2.x kernel threads, but also on the user-level threads provided by PCR (Weiser
et al., 1989), which in turn runs on UNIX System V.
The original S-threads memory management scheme distributes the SAC-2 heap to
threads as paged segments of cells, and it uses preventive garbage collection (Ku˜chlin
and Nevin, 1991). If a side-efiect free functional programming style is used, then the
result of a function can be copied into its parent’s heap segment, and its own heap
segment, containing all garbage, can be recycled in bulk. This scheme is e–cient, naturally
concurrent, and does not assume that flrst all threads be stopped by a user.
During Knuth{Bendix completion, however, partial modiflcations are made to very
large critical pair queues. For reasons of e–ciency, these queues are updated via side-
efiects and preventive garbage collection is not applicable in this case. Therefore, the
memory management of S-threads was changed to use the PACLIB (Schreiner and Hong,
1993) scheme. Since it works on the cell level, cells allocated by one thread can be woven
into a global data-structure via side-efiects. The PACLIB scheme assumes however that
all threads can be stopped by a user. Since we did not parallelize nor optimize our
implementation of this scheme yet, garbage collection times are always excluded from
our measurements.
S-threads has been successfully employed to parallelize a number of algebraic algo-
rithms (Ku˜chlin, 1995). It was found, however, that kernel threads do not cope well
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with large amounts of dynamically created parallelism. Since each S-thread is mapped
one-to-one onto a kernel thread, limitations of kernel implementations may show up in
S-threads. This might include high fork/join times or a strict limitation on the number
of concurrently active threads. It has been observed elsewhere that difierences in kernel
thread e–ciency may destroy all parallel speed-ups on a new machine, making the system
efiectively non-portable (Morisse and Oevel, 1995). As a consequence, either the applica-
tion must become involved in thread management decisions, or the threads system must
be improved.
S-threads was enhanced to virtual S-threads (Ku˜chlin and Ward, 1992). The ro^le of
a virtual thread is to document logical concurrency, i.e., it represents a task which can
possibly run in parallel on a separate processor. It is then up to the underlying thread
scheduler to decide whether a virtual thread is executed as a subroutine call, or whether
it is executed on a separate kernel thread leading to real concurrency.
VS-threads not only add application-level e–ciency but also insulate the application
from the idiosyncrasies and limitations of the underlying threads implementation. VS-
threads manage fork requests using lazy task creation (Mohr et al., 1991), handling most
threads system calls itself and passing only a tiny fraction to the OS kernel. It keeps its
own run-queues of micro-tasks, and it manages a small pool of kernel threads which it
employs as workers. On each fork, a record containing the fork parameters is put in the
run-queue. These tasks can be asynchronously stolen by idle workers and executed as
S-threads. However, if a join flnds that the task was not yet stolen, the parent S-thread
executes the task as a procedure call.
Thus, the virtually unbounded logical concurrency of the application is dynamically
reduced to the bounded amount of real parallelism that the kernel can support. At
the same time there is a signiflcant reduction in the number of kernel thread context
switches, and the grain-size of the remaining threads is increased by executing child tasks
as procedures. Virtual threads also have a much lower overhead than kernel threads, so
that on average thread overhead drops and becomes easier to handle.
The system now manages the tasks at a small cost in execution overhead and a great
savings in programming complexity. VS-threads allow us to generate routinely tens to
hundreds of thousands of parallel tasks while maintaining execution e–ciency. Thus, to
a great extent, virtual threads take the pain out of parallel symbolic programming in
practice.
2.2. term rewriting and completion
In this section, we will describe a term completion procedure to a level of detail which is
necessary to understand its parallelization. For a more detailed discussion and alternative
approaches the reader is referred to Dershowitz and Jouannaud (1990), Klop (1992) and
Plaisted (1993).
Terms are constructed from variables, constants and function symbols in the usual
way. The basic operations on terms are instantiation and tests for (structural) equality,
matching and uniflcation. A term t0 is an instance of t if it can be obtained by substituting
terms for the variables in t; we write t0 = t¾ where ¾ is the instantiating substitution. A
term s matches another term t if all variables in s can be substituted by terms such that
the new instance of s is equal to t. Two terms s and t unify if their respective variables
can be substituted in such a manner that s and t have a common instance. A substitution
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Delete:
(P [ fs = sg;R)
(P;R) :
Simplify:
(P [ fs = tg;R)
(P [ fs = ug;R) if t!R u:
Orient:
(P [ fs = tg;R)
(P;R[ fs! tg) if s ´ t for terminating term ordering ´¶!R :
Compose:
(P;R[ fs! tg)
(P;R[ fs! ug) if t!R u:
Collapse:
(P;R[ fs! tg)
(P [ fu = tg;R) if s!R u by l! r 2 R where (s; t) ¤ (l; r)
a:
Deduce:
(P;R)
(P [ fs = tg;R) if (s; t) is a critical pair of R:
a ¤ is a terminating ordering on term pairs.
Figure 1. Completion inference rules.
„ is a most general unifler of s and t if s„ = t„ and all other common instances of s
and t are also instances of s„.
A rewrite rule is a pair of terms. It may be applied to reduce a term t if t contains an
instance l0 of l. Then t reduces to t0, where t0 is t with l0 replaced by a corresponding
instance of r. A set of rewrite rules is a term rewriting system (TRS). A TRSR presents a
reduction relation such that s!R t if there is a rule in R that reduces s to t. Computing
the (re°exive) transitive closure of the R-reduction of a term t is called normalizing t.
We assume that the normalization relation of the TRS considered in this paper is a
terminating procedure.
Let l ! r and l0 ! r0 be two rules where l contains a subterm s which unifles with
l0 such that a most general unifler of s and l0 is „. Then l„ can be reduced by each of
the two rules, and the two terms resulting from the two difierent one-step reductions are
called a critical pair. Knuth and Bendix (1970) showed that a terminating TRS computes
unique normal forms ifi all critical pairs have a common normal form.
A TRS is complete if for any term the result of the normalization procedure is uniquely
determined. Given a congruence relation on terms presented by a flnite set of equations P,
a completion procedure computes a complete TRSR for P that can decide P-equivalences:
two terms are equal modulo P if their respective R-normal forms are equal. Such a
completion procedure was discovered by Knuth and Bendix (1970).
A term completion procedure compiles on success a set of equations P into a complete
TRS R. It does so by repeatedly applying the inference rules in Figure 1 (Bachmair and
Dershowitz, 1988) to a pair (P;R) of equations and rules. It succeeds if starting with
(P; ;) a pair (;;R) can be derived such that R is complete.
In many interesting applications some binary operators are known to be both associa-
tive and commutative (AC). In these cases term rewriting and completion is performed on
AC-equivalence classes of terms in order to avoid inflnite rewrites. Technically this means
that tests for equality, matches, and uniflcations, must be performed modulo AC. Ex-
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R ˆ COMPLETE(P,´)
Inputs: a set of equations P = fsi = ti j 1 • i • mg, and a term ordering ´
Output: a complete TRS R = fli ! ri j 1 • i • ng
R := ;;
while P 6= ; do
(1) [Orient.] Select the best equation from P; remove it from P and add it as a rule l! r
to R, provided that l ´ r, else stop with failure;
(2) [Extend.]a If needed attach its extension rule to l! r;
(3) [Collapse.] for each l0 ! r0 2 R do
if l0 is reducible then remove l0 ! r0 from R and put l0 = r0 back to P;
(4) [Compose.] for each l0 ! r0 2 R do normalize r0 w.r.t. R;
(5) [Deduce.] for each l0 ! r0 2 R do add critical pairs of l! r and l0 ! r0 to P;
(6) [Simplify.] for each s = t 2 P do normalize s and t w.r.t. R;
(7) [Delete.] for each s = t 2 P do if s = t is trivial then remove it from P;
od
a This step is only needed in AC-completion.
Figure 2. Procedure COMPLETE .
tended completion procedures to deal with terms containing AC-symbols are described
by Lankford and Ballantyne (1977), Peterson and Stickel (1981) and Jouannaud and
Kirchner (1986). Besides the replacement of the basic operations by their AC-variants,
two modiflcations to standard completion are necessary for AC-completion. First, AC-
equal pairs may be deleted from P and second there is a new extension inference rule
that essentially computes ‘critical pairs’ between a rule in R and equations specifying
the AC-theory.
The inference rule characterization of Knuth{Bendix completion leaves many decisions
open that determine how to perform the completion. In particular it does not prohibit
unfair inference chains that delay crucial reductions for ever. A regime which flxes the
order and the manner in which the inference rules are to be applied is called a completion
methodology. Figure 2 shows a flrst abstraction of the one used in ReDuX and also in
our parallelization experiments.
Note that COMPLETE flxes the strategy up to two decisions: the reduction strategy
used and the deflnition of the ‘best equation’ in Step 1. If the reduction strategy is nor-
malizing and every equation in P is eventually either deleted or considered for orientation
then COMPLETE is fair.
Knuth{Bendix completion and AC-completion are used to compute a complete TRS.
There is an alternative application of completion methods as proof procedures. In that
case the completion procedure stops as soon as the derived TRS computes a common
normal form for a pair of input terms (s; t) to be proven equal modulo the set of input
equations, i.e., s =P0 t if (P0; ;) ‘⁄ (Pi;Ri) and s!⁄Ri nˆ⁄Ri t.
Unfailing completion based on ordered rewriting (Bachmair et al., 1989) is such a
completion procedure meant to prove the validity of an equation modulo an equational
theory. Unfailing completion extends the standard Knuth{Bendix completion in that it
allows us to reduce terms w.r.t. ordered instances of equations: Let ´ be a term ordering
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and a$ b be an equation, then s reduces to t by applying a$ b if there is an instance
a¾ $ b¾ of a$ b such that a¾ ´ b¾ and s!fa¾!b¾g t, or b¾ ´ a¾ and s!fb¾!a¾g t.
Consequently, unfailing completion does not fail if a non-orientable equation has been
selected in the orientation step. Further, the equations that have been selected to deflne
the reduction relation can be split into a set of orientable rules R, and a set of non-
orientable equations E of which only orientable instances may be used in reductions.
Thus in the deduction step we must distinguish between the case where a rule l ! r or
an unorientable equation s = t has been selected. In the flrst case, critical pairs must be
computed between the rule l! r and both R and E , and in the second case we have pairs
between the equation s = t and both R and E . For more details on unfailing completion
see Bachmair et al. (1989).
3. The Parallelization Philosophy
In the following, we list some key decisions in constructing PaReDuX, since they had a
substantial in°uence on the shape of the parallel system: we always attempt to parallelize
existing well proven sequential code before we radically alter the system. We program
in C and parallelize our code by including calls to VS-threads. Thus our PaReDuX code
is compatible with the existing sequential ReDuX code, and it contains many calls to the
sequential system.
The VS-threads system supports a programming style that focusses on concurrent
procedures, by making sure that they can be used very much like sequential procedures.
They can be forked in parallel largely (but within reason) where program logic permits
rather than where system load or application grain-size dictate. They can be called in
sequential or parallel code, sequentially or in parallel. They can be put into libraries and
linked and combined in the usual way, without worry of overloading the system.
Whenever possible we follow the divide and conquer paradigm when parallelizing code.
Where ReDuX normalizes a list of terms in greedy fashion, PaReDuX splits the list and
forks two threads with recursive calls to the reduction procedure. As an optimization, we
usually do stop dividing when the list is short. The point is that with the low overhead of
virtual threads it is often possible to determine by intuition rather than extensive tests
when short is short enough. Some of this intuition must be acquired for the parallel case,
so that testing is necessary in a flrst phase for a flrst application. We built this intuition
for plain completion flrst (Bu˜ndgen et al., 1994a), and then used it for AC and unfailing
completion.
An abstract rendition of our parallelization methodology is roughly as follows: a given
list C of uniform data, e.g., a list of critical pairs or rewrite rules, is either processed
sequentially if it is too short and the work it represents falls below a predetermined
grain-size, or it is split into two equal parts C1, C2 with C = C1 –C2. In the latter case,
one recursive call is forked in parallel for the list C2, and one recursive call is done by the
parent thread itself for the list C1. After computing the result for C1, the result for C2
is joined and both results are merged.
Together with the VS-threads environment, this divide-and-conquer approach to par-
allelization has a most desirable efiect. Tasks generated early on have large grain-sizes
and these are the tasks that are stolen by initially idle workers. Tasks generated later
on have smaller grain-sizes, but those tasks are likely to be executed as procedure calls,
with a substantially lower overhead. Thus we enjoy a dynamic adjustment of grain-size,
with mostly large-grain VS-threads executing in parallel when there is much work to
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do, and flne-grain VS-threads executing in parallel only when workers would remain idle
otherwise. Note well that task scheduling is done automatically within VS-threads and
remains transparent to the application programmer.
4. Parallel Completion Schemes
The inference rule characterization of Knuth{Bendix completion is already completely
parallel, because the rules are logically independent. However, a straightforward parallel
implementation would also be horrendously ine–cient, because most work would be
redundant. The sequential completion challenge is to organize the completion steps in
such a way that little redundant work is performed. The parallel completion challenge is
to improve upon the best sequential algorithm in such a way that the parallel algorithm
defaults to the best sequential one when there is only one processor, and that it achieves
good speed-ups as processors are added.
The procedure COMPLETE can be parallelized on the level of the outer while loop
(adding equations concurrently), on the level of any of the inner foreach loops, or below
(e.g., by parallelizing the reduction of a single term). Several independent inner loops
may also be computed in parallel. As a general rule of thumb, the greater the grain-size
of parallel tasks, the greater the e–ciency of the parallelization. It is therefore clear that,
given a choice, the outer loop rather than the inner loops should be parallelized; this has
been argued by Slaney and Lusk (1990).
When new rules are selected concurrently by several tasks in the outer loop, the com-
pletion strategy depends on the order in which the tasks are scheduled. In efiect, a new
parallel non-deterministic search strategy for good rules is executed. This may lead to
large super-linear speed-ups, but in general it is unpredictable and irreproducible. In any
case, a proof is required that the new strategy is fair in all cases. In contrast, inner loop
parallelizations are strategy compliant because they do not change the completion strat-
egy. However, they maintain a synchronization point, and hence a sequential bottleneck,
in Step 1 which can only be executed by a single thread.
The most coarse grained parallelization scheme exploits or-parallelism of non-determin-
istic procedures: It starts several completion processes with difierent strategies in parallel.
Intermediate results may be communicated. Such a scheme is appropriate for distributed
computation and has been presented by Avenhaus and Denzinger (1993), where each
process uses a difierent selection function in Step 1, and a referee process selects the best
intermediate results and communicates them to all workers.
A less coarse grained scheme parallelizes the outer loop of COMPLETE, letting sev-
eral workers perform concurrent completion cycles on common P and R, but such that
each worker computes a difierent fragment of P. But since P and R of round i + 1
depend on the respective sets of round i, synchronization overhead may be high. In
particular the need for backward subsumption may spoil potential parallelization gains.
Therefore, in distributed implementations, various schemes are employed to relax the
consistency assumptions between the distributed copies of P and R, so that computa-
tion can be overlapped with communication. Two approaches for the polynomial case
are to let each worker select the best rule independently and then communicate it to all
others (Chakrabarti and Yelick, 1993), or to let a central referee select the best of the
workers’ choices and communicate it back to the workers (Sawada et al., 1994). Bonacina
and Hsiang (1993), and Bonacina and McCune (1994), present distributed paralleliza-
tions of OTTER, including Knuth{Bendix completion, based on the scheme of Clause
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Difiusion, which falls into this category. In Clause Difiusion, a worker either retains a
newly derived clause or sends it ofi to another worker. Using the switches of OTTER,
the workers can even be instructed to follow difierent strategies (but without referee-
ing). In the shared memory polynomial case, this scheme was used by Vidal (1990). It
has also been applied to general closure computations by Slaney and Lusk (1990), and
Lusk and McCune (1990) report a shared memory parallelization of OTTER including
Knuth{Bendix completion.
By a medium grained parallelization, we understand the parallelization of the inner
loops of COMPLETEy. In particular, lists of terms (equations) may be normalized in
parallel; in the same way the critical pairs of a rule and a list of rules may be computed
in parallel. Depending on the hardware and the problem, grain-size decisions must be
made flxing the minimal number of terms to be normalized and the minimal number
of superpositions to be computed in a single thread of control. Using VS-threads these
parameters may be controlled (to some extent) automatically by the machine load.
By a flne grained parallelization, we understand the parallelization of operations inside
the inner lops, such as parallel reduction of a single term or polynomial. In the term
completion case, Dershowitz and Lindenstrauss (1990) proposed the parallel reduction of
difierent subterms. In the polynomial case a parallel reduction algorithm was developed
by Melenk and Neun (1989) on a vector computer and it was later multi-threaded by
Schwab (1992).
5. Parallel Completion in PaReDuX
We parallelized the Knuth{Bendix completion procedure, the Peterson{Stickel com-
pletion procedure for TRS with AC-operators, and the unfailing completion procedure
of the ReDuX system. In all three cases we exploited medium grained parallelism by
parallelizing the inner loops of the completion procedure (cf. Figure 2). This leaves us
with a sequential synchronization phase in each cycle of the outer loop comprising the
orientation, extension, collapse, and composition steps.
The methodology of COMPLETE is certainly not the only possible choice [cf. Huet
(1981)]. The reasons why we decided to choose a parallelization based on this methodol-
ogy are manifold. First it turned out that the time spent in the synchronization phases
makes up only a small portion of the total completion time. Second, our completion
scheme keeps all critical pairs in normalized form. This allows us to avoid unnecessary
reductions (see below) and to use better heuristics in selecting the best equation in the
orientation step. A further advantage of our approach is that it allows us to keep the
overall completion strategy flxed by flxing the selection function and the normalization
strategy only. This is important for several reasons: the measurements are reliable, i.e.,
timings do not change if an experiment is repeated. Thus improvements during the de-
velopment of the parallel program can be contributed to better parallelization techniques
rather than to hazardous strategy efiects. Similar arguments hold for the search of good
non-problem speciflc grain size settings. Comparisons between sequential and parallel
code is fair if both use the same strategy. For flxed strategies parallelization is scalable.
That is, for problems that contain enough parallelism, timings improve if processors are
added. In addition the correctness proof of a parallelization comes for free if it uses the
y In our parallelization of TC (Bu˜ndgen et al., 1994b) we characterized this as flne grained, because
for TC this is the flnest level profltable in our system.
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same strategy as a correct sequential program. A last very practical argument in favor
of our completion scheme is that it minimizes ordering decisions which is important for
research in completing new equational theories. In these cases an appropriate term or-
dering is rarely known a priori and completion is run in semi-automatic mode where
ordering decisions are made interactively, controlled by the intuition of the researcher. In
this setting it is of utmost importance that repeated experiments yield the same results,
so that a wrong decision at one point can be corrected in a new trial and that the (human
idle) time between two ordering decisions is as short as possible.
Before we describe our parallelization of COMPLETE, we must describe the com-
pletion procedure implemented in ReDuX more precisely. As mentioned before, COM-
PLETE maintains all rules in R and equations in P in fully (inter)reduced form. Thus
collapse, compose, and simplify, apply only to those rules and old equations which are
reducible by the newly oriented rule l! r. Also, delete need only be tried on newly sim-
plifled equations. A further improvement which is also included in ReDuX and PaReDuX
is a special case of the subconnectedness criterion (Ku˜chlin, 1985, 1986) which allows to
remove all equations in P which were derived from a collapsed rule.
Let us now investigate the synchronization requirements for the access to P and R
in the steps of COMPLETE. Steps 1 and 3 modify both P and R. Steps 2 and 4 read
and modify R. Steps 5{7 modify P while requiring read-only access to R. Further, note
that simpliflcation and deletion of old equations is independent of deduction, simplifl-
cation, and deletion, of new critical pairs. Therefore these two tasks can be performed
in parallel. Figure 3 gives an outline of the resulting general parallel completion scheme
realized in PaReDuX. Besides computing independent loops of COMPLETE in parallel,
each of the loops depicted in doubly framed boxes is parallelized using the divide and
conquer scheme described in Section 3. To keep the tasks as coarse-grained as possible
the normalization and deletion procedures are called within the reducibility tests and
critical pair computations, respectively. Thus the parallelization of the reduction tests
and critical pair computations act as fllters for the parallelization of the normalization
and deletion procedures.
This kind of parallelization requires that all parallel threads have simultaneous access
to R. In Section 6, we will describe data structures for terms that support sharing R
without the need of copying rules.
Since most of the operations depend on R, modiflcations of R have a strong limiting
in°uence on the parallelization of COMPLETE. The problem caused by changing and
deleting rules (Steps 3 and 4) has become known as the backward subsumption (Slaney
and Lusk, 1990) or backward contraction problem (Bonacina and Hsiang, 1993). In gen-
eral, there are two ways to overcome these problems: we may permit reductions with
outdated copies of R, which is correct but may possibly be ine–cient, or we must syn-
chronize accesses to R by locking. As we will see in Section 7, the time spent in steps
1{4 makes up less than 10% of the whole completion time|in most cases even less than
5%. Therefore it is not worth putting much efiort into parallelizing this portion of the
code.
All in all, the sequential ReDuX code had to be modifled in the following ways:
1. Iterative loops had to be reorganized as divide and conquer style procedures,
2. VS-thread-fork and VS-thread-join instructions had to be inserted and
3. the term data structure had to be modifled to allow for rule sharing in reductions
and critical pair computations (cf. Section 6).
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R ˆ COMPLETE (P;´)
[Initialize.] R := ;
#
while P 6= ; do
(1/2) [Orient/Extend.] . . . ; R := R[ fl! rg;
#
(3/4) [Collapse/Compose.] . . .
# # ¢ ¢ ¢ #
reducibility test for P
# # ¢ ¢ ¢ #
normalize P
# # ¢ ¢ ¢ #
# # ¢ ¢ ¢ #
deduce new critical pairs
# # ¢ ¢ ¢ #
normalize new critical pairs
# # ¢ ¢ ¢ #
[Join results.] P := P union the set of newly derived critical pairs.
od
Figure 3. Overall structure of parallel completion in PaReDuX.
The exact order in which equations are turned into rules is known to be of the utmost
importance for both term completion procedures and for Buchberger’s algorithm. This is
called the completion strategy and in our case it is encapsulated in the exact method after
which the best of the equations is determined. Minute changes in this strategy can have
huge efiects (positive or negative) on the duration of completion. For example, we must
flnd the best of the equations (critical pairs) in P w.r.t. an ordering which is total on
the equations. Simple quasi orderings (like those based on counting the symbols in each
pair) are not su–cient: changing the ordering of pairs in P which are equivalent w.r.t.
the quasi-ordering (e.g., have the same number of symbols) may result in a difierent
completion behavior. Our parallel completion procedures are designed to ensure that
the priority queues containing P at each cycle exactly correspond to the queues in the
respective cycle of the sequential completion.
5.1. parallel Knuth{Bendix completion
The parallelization of the plain Knuth{Bendix completion procedure follows exactly
the scheme described above. Depending on our experiments, the parallelized portion
of the code took 91{98% of the total completion time. Our experiments indicate that
for problems of a similar class the sequential bottleneck decreases with the size of the
problem. We obtained speed-ups of 2.4{3.2 on four processorsy.
y For problems that take more than 100s sequentially!
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5.2. parallel AC completion
Even though the difierences between standard completion and AC completion seem
moderate, their efiect is tremendous from a complexity point of view. Searching for a
most general AC-unifler of two terms results in general in a non-singleton set of substi-
tutions. Thus more than one critical pair can be computed for each two rules with flxed
superposition position. In addition, standard matches and uniflcation can be computed
in linear time. To test for AC-matchability or AC-uniflability however is NP-complete,
and to compute a complete set of AC-uniflers is even of doubly exponential cost. This rise
in complexity had to be taken into account when deciding on the parallelization grain
size.
Parallelization of normalization tasks on the critical pair queue level turned out to be
too coarse. We had to allow for normalizing the individual terms of an equation in parallel
and we even allowed for flne grained parallelism, normalizing single terms in parallel.
For AC completion the sequential bottleneck was in general less than 2%. We obtained
speed-ups of 2.4{3.5 on four processorsy.
5.3. parallel unfailing completion
Ordered rewriting in the unfailing completion procedure is either done w.r.t. a TRS
R or a set of unorientable equations E . Thus in the orientation step either R or E is
updated. The critical pairs between the new rule or equation on the one hand, and R
or E on the other hand, can be computed and normalized independently.
The computation of ordered reductions and critical pairs for ordered rewriting is more
expensive than the corresponding operations for plain Knuth{Bendix completion because
the application of equations in E involves a term comparison w.r.t. ´, and, by symmetry,
equations may be applied in both directions. The complexity is, however, much lower than
the complexity of the corresponding AC-operations. Clearly, the minimal parallelization
grain sizes for operations based on reductions by equations in E must be lower than the
corresponding operations based on rewrite rules in R.
Unfailing completion is mainly intended to prove a single equation. Thus it may be an
overkill to keep all critical pairs normalized. Keeping this consideration into account we
implemented a second variant of the unfailing completion procedure that normalizes a
critical pair only immediately after creation and just before selection in the orientation
step. This eliminates the left column of tasks in Figure 3.
Unless unfailing completion is used to complete a speciflcation, both procedures spend
less than 4% of the total completion time in the sequential bottleneck, with slight ad-
vantages for the fully normalizing procedure. Surprisingly, none of the two procedures
is uniformly better than the other. With both we obtained speed-ups of 3.0{3.8 on four
processorsy.
y For problems that take more than 100s sequentially!
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6. Parallel Data Structures in PaReDuX
6.1. parallel Knuth{Bendix completion
In this section, we flrst explain the most important aspects of the data structures of the
sequential ReDuX System which were flrst designed by Ku˜chlin (1982a) and further ex-
tended during the development of ReDuX. Then we describe the modiflcations necessary
for the parallel implementation.
ReDuX terms are represented as directed acyclic graphs (DAGs) with unique repre-
sentation of variables (and constants). The representation of variables and operators is
based on scoped property lists. The ‘most local’ properties of an object occur at the front
of the list, and the ‘global’ properties are at its end. Therefore the argument list of an
operator occurrence is stored in the flrst fleld of the list. The symbol (e.g., the operator,
constant, variable), together with all signature information, is stored in later flelds. Thus
the signature information of operators, constants, and variables, can be shared by all
occurrences of these symbols. Likewise, each incarnation of a variable (i.e., a variable
occurring in a rule or term) starts with a binding fleld representing the binding property.
This fleld indicates whether the variable is currently bound (by a substitution), and if
this is the case the fleld points to the bound term. This accounts for an implicit represen-
tation of substitutions and allows for e–cient equality tests, matching, and uniflcation,
and is particularly well-suited for e–cient normalizations (Ku˜chlin, 1982b; Stickel, 1983).
In particular, matches and uniflcations do not consume memory.
Data structures for parallel programs should support easy access to shared resources
from several parallel tasks. The access to these resources should be granted with as little
synchronization overhead as possible. The solution to this problem is very easy if we can
enforce a functional programming discipline which does not allow the modiflcation of
(shared) input parameters.
During the parallel completion procedure described in the last section the rule set R is
shared by all parallel threads. This creates a problem, because e–cient algorithms for the
base operations like matching, uniflcation, and subterm replacement, temporarily modify
the rules as they are applied to terms, by changing the binding property of variables. The
tasks we want to perform in parallel are normalizations and critical pair computations. In
the sequential normalization and critical pair computation procedures all side-efiects are
hidden to the outside by undoing all temporary substitutions, and thus these procedures
have a functional behavior. However, in a parallel environment also temporary side-efiects
which modify global shared memory must be hidden from other threads with access to
the same global data.
In particular, we must change the representation of substituted variables. This is re-
alized by introducing an additional level of indirection for variable bindings: instead of
storing in the binding fleld a pointer to a term, we now store a variable speciflc index
into a binding table which contains the pointer. The table associates a variable (index)
with (a pointer to) a term. The table is now a parameter to the matching and uniflcation
procedures. It is realized as a local array declared in the normalization and critical pair
computation procedures calling Match or Unify. Thus the table is allocated on the C
stack in private thread memory.
Figure 4 depicts the situation where in thread j the variable y (with index 2) of the
term t = f(f(x; y); g(y)) is bound to f(v; w), and in thread k the variable y of the subterm
s = g(y) of the same term f(f(x; y); g(y)) is bound to g(z) simultaneously. Instead of
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Figure 4. Variable bindings in PaReDuX.
a direct pointer from y to the bound term f(v; w) (or g(z) resp.) as it is conveniently
used in the sequential implementation, we now consider variable bindings relative to the
context in which the variable is used.
With this technique we can avoid copying global data, provided only one global object
per parallel thread is used (substituted) at a time. In case a thread accesses and modifles
the variable bindings of more than one global item at a time, all but one of the items
must be ‘colored’ in order to associate one binding table (of corresponding ‘color’) with
each item. Since ‘coloring’ is a real change of global data, items which are to be colored
must be copied.
Luckily, during Knuth{Bendix completion this situation occurs only in the critical pair
computation process when the subterms of two rules are to be unifled. We decided to
always work with a (single) colored copy of the newly oriented rule l ! r, and with the
original uncolored rules in R including the uncolored original l ! r. Note that copying
a newly oriented rule does not lead to extra copy-overhead compared to the sequential
procedure because it must be copied anyway to obtain the critical pairs of the rule and
itself. Again both the colored and the uncolored copy of l ! r can be shared by all
threads computing the critical pairs deduced from this rule.
Using the modiflcations described above, we could reuse all software for the basic
operations from the sequential system after changing the macros to access the variable
bindings.
6.2. parallel AC completion
As opposed to the standard case, the matching and uniflcation procedures compute
in general more than one substitution in AC theories. Even for AC matching, where
only one matcher is needed to perform a reduction, it may be necessary to compute
several substitutions as intermediate results for non-linear matching terms. Therefore a
new data structure to represent substitutions, (an association list of variables and their
substitution values) had to be introduced into ReDuX. However the mechanism to apply
(and undo) a substitution [by (un)setting a pointer in the binding fleld of a variable]
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remained unmodifled because only one binding at a time is needed in the sequential
procedures. Thus the parallel binding mechanism described in the last section could be
carried over to the AC case.
A major difierence between standard matching and uniflcation and the respective AC
operations is the fact that AC matching and AC uniflcation require to construct new
objects (substitutions, terms) that must be allocated in the dynamic memory. Using VS-
threads, new objects can be constructed independently by several VS-threads in parallel
since each VS-thread has a private portion of the heap allotted to it (Cf. Figure 4 where
the term f(v; w) is stored in the private heap segment of thread j.). Note that each
local heap segment may contain references into the global heap of a VS-thread but not
vice-versa, and the local heap of a VS-thread is global to all its child threads. Potential
read or write con°icts are avoided by the functional programming style at the level of
parallelization. Thus the problem of constructing new objects is solved automatically by
the VS-thread system.
A second difierence between standard uniflcation and AC uniflcation is that the number
of variables needed in an AC uniflcation procedure is not known a priori on entrance into
the AC uniflcation procedure. Therefore we had to provide for dynamically extensible
binding tables. No further changes were necessary.
6.3. parallel unfailing completion
The parallel data structures designed for Knuth{Bendix completion could be reused
without change in the unfailing completion procedure.
7. Experiments with PaReDuX
7.1. hard- and software
We have implemented our parallel completion procedures on two difierent platforms:
1. Solbourne 5/704, 48 Mbyte of main memory, four 33 MHz SPARC processors,
common bus, SunOS 4.1.1C, threads provided by the user level PCR environment.
2. Sun SPARCstation 10, 64 Mbyte of main memory, two 66 MHz ROSS hyperSPARC
double processor modules (4 processors total), 2£512 Kbyte secondary level cache,
OS Solaris 2.4, Solaris 2.4 threads (4 LWP’s, max. 12 Solaris threads).
The experiments were run on platform 1 for Knuth{Bendix completion and AC comple-
tion, and on platform 2 for unfailing completion. All parallel experiments were run with
the VS-thread system (Ku˜chlin and Ward, 1992). We ported ReDuX to the SACLIB
(Buchberger et al., 1993) and PARSAC-2 environments. ReDuX was translated to C
using the ALDES-to-C Compiler by Sperber (1994).
All runtimes given in the following are mean values of three instances of the same
experiments measured in wall-clock units. All experiments were performed with a mini-
mum amount of 4 000 000 SAC-2 list cells occupying 32 MByte of memory. Notice that
in our parallelization approach the sequential and parallel programs perform the same
work and use the same number of list cells.
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Table 1. General statistics for Knuth{Bendix completion.
Knuth{Bendix completion (platform 1)
max. max. flnal
TRS cyc. jPj §jPj jRj jRj
Z22W 507 2519 5696 345 188
Z22T 576 1461 13 643 80 27
Z22 174 983 2745 45 10
M15 547 12 367 17 425 529 19
M13 423 8301 11 775 407 17
M12 367 6655 9478 352 16
M10 267 4047 5820 254 14
P8 1305 13 392 16 263 1202 79
P7 617 3936 5283 546 55
P6 369 1656 2457 314 43
P5 269 960 1542 222 37
D64 160 323 760 111 87
D32 94 77 326 64 55
D16 62 34 190 42 39
Q4 55 56 178 44 44
7.2. parallel Knuth{Bendix completion
To evaluate our parallel implementation we used a set of input speciflcations that were
meant to cover a wide range of speciflcation types. The full details of those speciflcations
are given in the appendix. Here we just give an informal description of the speciflcations.
Dn; Q4; Z22; Z22W and Z22T specify flnitely presented groups. The term rewriting systems
can be classifled into ordinary or ‘true’ term rewriting systems with at least one binary
operator and possibly non-linear rules (Dn;Mn; Pn; Q4; Z22W ) and into simulated string
rewriting systems (Z22; Z22T ). Most of our examples are so-called parametric or scalable
data-types (Dn; Pn;Mn). Note, that Z22 and Z22W specify the same group.
The sequential completion behavior of each speciflcation is presented in Table 1. The
second column contains the number of outer loop cycles needed to complete the spec-
iflcation, the third column shows the maximal length of the critical pair queue during
the completion and column four sums up the lengths of the critical pair queues for all
cycles. Column flve shows the maximal size of the TRS during the completion and the
last column shows its flnal size. These flgures give a rough estimate on the potential
parallelism inherent to each completion task. E.g., if there are only a few critical pairs
and rules created over many cycles then our approach may not exploit much parallelism.
Our implementation of PaReDuX is parameterized by several parameters intended to
in°uence the parallelization behavior of the program. Three of those parameters are grain
size parameters: NF is the maximal length of a critical pair list not worth parallelizing,
CL is the maximal length of a critical pair list not worth to be checked for reducibility
and subconnectedness criterion application in parallel and AX determines the maximal
size of a rule set to be used in a non-parallelized critical pair computation procedure.
Remember that both CL and AX act as fllters for NF. The last parameter, DTH, sets
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Table 2. Grain size parameter analysis for Z22W .
Knuth{Bendix completion (platform 1)
Grain size parameter Parallel on 4 proc. VS-
NF CL AX DTH time [s] speed-up threads
3 128 8 7 461.1 3.1 24 005
6 128 8 7 476.1 3.0 21 688
9 128 8 7 481.0 3.0 21 314
12 128 8 7 495.9 2.9 21 207
3 64 8 7 465.9 3.1 28 656
3 96 8 7 469.9 3.1 25 291
3 160 8 7 469.3 3.1 22 869
3 128 4 7 467.3 3.1 38 215
3 128 6 7 470.6 3.0 28 119
3 128 10 7 474.0 3.0 20 667
3 128 8 3 511.9 2.8 6566
3 128 8 5 474.4 3.0 18 940
3 128 8 9 463.1 3.1 24 193
an upper bound to the number of levels to be parallelized using the divide and conquer
scheme.
Given that degree of freedom in tailoring our parallel completion procedure the ques-
tion is to flnd an optimal set of assignments to the parallelization parameters. This
requires very extensive measuring experiments. Table 2 illustrates a small excerpt of our
efiorts to determine optimal or at least good parameter settings. For several combina-
tions of parameter settings the times and speed-ups measured for completing Z22W on
four processors are given. The last row depicts the number of virtual threads created
during the whole completion. The results for Z22W are typical in that they show that
our approach to parallelizing completion is rather robust w.r.t. variations of grain sizes.
Only too small a bound for the divide-and-conquer approach leads to a signiflcant loss
of speed-ups, since without generating enough threads of control there is not enough par-
allelism to keep all processors busy. Thus divide-and-conquer parallel programming with
lazy task generation appears to be a suitable programming model for parallel symbolic
computation because it is (within broad margins) e–cient, robust and scalable. NF is
the only grain size parameter that seems to in°uence the runtimes. The variation of CL
and AX afiects the runtimes less signiflcantly. The reason for this is that CL and AX act
as fllters for the normal form algorithm.
Many experiments with difierent speciflcations and a lot of parameter combinations
have shown that the combination NF = 3, CL = 128, AX = 8 and DTH = 7 performs very
well and is the best choice for many term rewriting systems for parallel Knuth{Bendix
completion (Bu˜ndgen et al., 1994a). Table 3 contains the runtimes and the percentage
of parallelized code needed by the sequential program in column 2, the speed-ups of
the parallelized program on one to four processors w.r.t. the sequential / 1 processor
implementation in the next four columns. The last column contains the number of VS-
threads. All experiments were run using the parameter settings stated above.
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Table 3. Results for parallel Knuth{Bendix completion.
Knuth{Bendix completion (platform 1)
Sequential Parallel speed-ups on VS-
TRS time [s]/pp 1 proc. 2 proc. 3 proc. 4 proc. threads
Z22W 1432.6/96% 1.0/1.0 1.7/1.8 2.5/2.5 3.1/3.2 24 005
Z22T 3037.4/98% 1.0/1.0 1.8/1.8 2.5/2.6 3.2/3.3 20 829
Z22 83.3/96% 1.0/1.0 1.7/1.7 2.3/2.4 2.8/2.9 3112
M15 753.8/91% 1.0/1.0 1.6/1.7 2.1/2.2 2.6/2.8 54 806
M13 404.5/91% 1.0/1.0 1.6/1.7 2.2/2.3 2.7/2.8 31 233
M12 276.0/91% 1.0/1.0 1.6/1.7 2.1/2.2 2.5/2.7 23 598
M10 125.2/90% 0.9/1.0 1.6/1.7 2.0/2.2 2.4/2.6 11 209
P8 2994.9/94% 1.0/1.0 1.6/1.7 2.2/2.3 2.7/2.7 158 710
P7 423.7/93% 1.0/1.0 1.6/1.7 2.2/2.3 2.7/2.7 34 565
P6 111.8/92% 0.9/1.0 1.5/1.6 2.0/2.1 2.4/2.5 13 761
P5 51.7/91% 0.9/1.0 1.5/1.6 2.0/2.1 2.2/2.4 7236
D64 2675.0/98% 1.0/1.0 1.7/1.7 2.3/2.3 2.7/2.7 4010
D32 208.2/97% 1.0/1.0 1.6/1.7 2.2/2.3 2.7/2.7 1389
D16 25.3/96% 0.9/1.0 1.6/1.7 2.1/2.3 2.5/2.7 637
Q4 6.4/95% 0.9/1.0 1.4/1.6 1.8/2.0 2.0/2.2 446
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Figure 5. TRS D16 and TRS Z22.
There is an up to 10% penalty for using the parallel implementation. The overall speed-
ups for the Knuth{Bendix completion are 1.4{1.8 for two, 1.8{2.5 for three and 2.0{3.2
for four processors compared to the sequential runtimes. One reason for this behavior
is given in the completion proflles for our examples which show that normally only a
rather small portion of the completion procedure provides the potential for good inner
loop parallelization. Figure 5 contains completion proflles for D16 and Z22. P (R) denotes
the length of the list of critical pairs P (set of rewrite rules R) during the completion at
a given cycle of the outer loop.
Another interesting aspect of our parallel completion procedures is illustrated by the
analysis for our parametric term rewriting systems in dependence of the parameter as
shown in Figure 6. This flgure presents a run time and e–ciency analysis for Pn depending
of the parameter n. The runtime plots contain the sequential runtime labeled by (s)
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Table 4. General statistics for AC completion.
AC completion (platform 1)
max. max. flnal normalization matching uniflcation
TRS cyc. jPj §jPj jRj jRj # % # % # %
AGR 7 63 92 5 5 871 58 12 596 49 80 35
DLT 6 43 46 4 4 844 75 10 434 70 76 16
RX 26 110 251 21 21 2680 76 74 964 63 1522 17
BRG 64 741 1678 63 63 25 557 91 4 465 983 77 12 149 5
R3 18 103 220 13 13 1752 79 62 202 67 576 14
R7 17 97 224 13 13 1797 93 84 188 89 542 5
R23 33 113 482 25 18 3723 87 220 849 77 2202 8
R35 30 144 461 23 18 3382 92 230 565 85 1866 5
R235 58 512 1169 41 24 8694 95 1 129 449 93 7398 2
AZ22 51 461 1015 38 25 7868 78 720 366 67 5288 14
Z22 174 982 2745 45 10 9906 66 1 561 258 40 37 904 1
and the runtime on four processors labeled by (p). The e–ciency plots for Pn show an
increasing e–ciency w.r.t. a growing parameter n. The results suggest that our speed-ups
scale with the size of the input problem.
7.3. parallel AC completion
Our parallel AC-completion was evaluated using the following input speciflcations:
AGR presents the free Abelian group. DLT is the free distributive lattice. RX is a many
sorted speciflcation of multivariate polynomials over commutative rings. BRG deflnes a
Boolean ring together with six atoms denoting a > 0, a < 0, a = 0, a ‚ 0, a • 0 and
a 6= 0. R3, R7, R23, R35, and R235, are flnitely presented commutative rings, respectively
specifying f 13g, f 17g, f 12 ; 13g, f 13 ; 15g and f 12 ; 13 ; 15g adjoined to the integers. AZ22 is Z22W
with the additional information that the binary operator is associative and commutative.
Z22 has already be used with the Knuth{Bendix completion. It does not contain any AC-
operator. For more details including the term orderings used see the appendix.
In analogy to Tables 1 and 3, the left half of Table 4 characterizes the sequential
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Table 5. Results for parallel AC completion.
AC completion (platform 1)
Sequential Parallel speed-ups on VS-
TRS time [s]/pp 1 proc. 2 proc. 3 proc. 4 proc. threads
AGR 8.9/99% 0.8/1.0 1.2/1.5 1.4/1.7 1.5/1.7 2702
DLT 10.0/99% 0.9/1.0 1.4/1.7 1.8/2.1 1.9/2.2 3966
RX 43.7/99% 0.9/1.0 1.5/1.8 1.9/2.3 2.1/2.4 9480
BRG 1598.3/99% 1.0/1.0 1.9/2.0 2.8/2.9 3.5/3.6 101 222
R3 31.7/99% 0.9/1.0 1.4/1.7 1.9/2.1 2.2/2.5 6588
R7 194.9/99% 0.9/1.0 1.7/2.0 2.5/2.8 3.0/3.3 17 934
R23 117.6/99% 0.9/1.0 1.7/1.9 2.4/2.6 2.8/3.1 16 094
R35 214.7/99% 0.9/1.0 1.8/2.0 2.5/2.7 3.0/3.3 20 006
R235 1923.2/99% 0.9/1.0 1.6/1.8 2.3/2.5 2.4/2.7 65 165
AZ22 232.5/98% 0.9/1.0 1.7/1.9 2.5/2.7 3.0/3.3 47 412
Z22 138.7/97% 0.9/1.0 1.7/1.9 2.3/2.6 2.8/3.1 19 048
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Figure 7. Completion proflle of TRS R23 and TRS BRG.
completions and Table 5 summarizes the results of the parallel experimentsy. For the AC
experiments the purely sequential part of the code comprises only 1{3% of the completion
time. Thus according to Amdahl’s law, the speed-ups for four processors are theoretically
limited to 3.6{3.9. The overall speed-ups for the AC completion are 1.2{1.9 for two,
1.4{2.8 for three and 1.5{3.5 for four processors compared to the sequential runtimes.
Speed-ups are better for the larger examples. Some of the speed-ups of our parallel
completion were not as good as expected. In particular, the speed-up of R235 is not very
high considering its long sequential runtime and large parallelizable part. One reason for
this may be seen in the completion proflles, which, like those in Figure 7, always exhibit
phases with a dearth of parallelism. A probably more serious problem is the extreme
irregularity in the costs of the operations to be computed in parallel. Therefore we want
to analyse the behavior and costs of the key procedures of the AC-completion. The
right half of Table 4 presents statistics about the number of normalizations, matchings
y The experiments include parallel term normalization after scheme (1) described later in this section.
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Table 6. Distribution of costs for AC normalization tasks.
AC completion of R235 (platform 1)
Number of normalization tasks and % of total completion time
Cycle 0.0{0.1 [s] 0.1{1.0 [s] 1,0{10 [s] 10{100 [s] > 100 [s]
. . .
33 123 0% 6 0% 0 0% 0 0% 0 0%
34 24 0% 16 0% 0 0% 0 0% 0 0%
35 20 0% 12 0% 1 0% 1 0% 1 7%
36 207 0% 57 0% 17 1% 5 22% 0 0%
. . .
§ 6504 10% 2039 26% 131 14% 19 35% 1 7%
and uniflcations performed during the AC completion process. Moreover, it contains the
percentage of the sequential runtime spent in these operations.
The percentage of time spent in matching (and thus in normalization) is always sig-
niflcantly greater than in uniflcation. With only one exception, uniflcation consumes less
than 20% of the AC completion time. Most of the time (up to 95%!) is spent for normal-
izing terms. Note that most matches belong to the normalizations. There are only a few
independent reducibility tests. Only Z22, which does not contain AC operators, spends
more than 10% of its completion time outside the listed procedures. The costs of single
normalizations may vary largely. In extreme cases a single normalization may outweigh
all other normalizations in the same completion cycle. Such a case is documented in Ta-
ble 6 that shows that there are a few extremely time consuming normalizations during
the completion of R235. The table lists for a few cycles how many normalizations flnish
within certain intervals of time. In addition, for each time interval, the percentage of the
completion time needed by all normalizations within that interval is given.
These flndings encouraged us to investigate the parallelization of normalization of
critical pairs beyond normalizing one term per thread.
7.4. parallel AC normalization
We tried to parallelize the normalization in a flne grained fashion as proposed by
Dershowitz and Lindenstrauss (1990). Tests with single random terms were rather dis-
couraging. For example, normalizing the term t = 12 ¢ ( 12 ¢ 12 ¢ (¡ 13 + b) + 0) ¢ (¡ 15 ) by
the complete TRS for R235 takes 84s with an innermost reduction strategy. The longest
sequential subtask takes at least 26s, from which 12s are spent in top reductions and thus
form a pure sequential bottleneck. Applying Amdahl’s law, the theoretical bound for the
speed-up is 2.8 for four, and 7 for inflnitely many processors. In practice, we obtained a
speed-up of 2 on four processors.
We can create yet more concurrency when the parallel normalization is applied to
lists of terms, but we have to beware of over-saturation. We have compared the parallel
normalizations of lists of 128 random terms using two difierent parallelization schemes.
1. Medium grained parallelism plus parallel normalization of the principal subterms
of each term, and
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Table 7. AC normalization statistics and speed-ups for scheme (1)/(2).
AC completion (platform 1)
max. seq. Parallel speed-ups on VS-
TRS jtj time [s] 1 proc. 2 proc. 3 proc. 4 proc. threads
AGR 36 542.3 0.9/0.9 1.7/1.7 2.3/2.3 3.0/3.0 3839 10 186
DLT 96 40.1 1.0/0.9 1.9/1.7 2.6/2.3 3.4/2.9 1310 33 040
RX 32 204.4 0.9/0.9 1.0/1.0 1.1/1.1 1.1/1.1 623 10 631
BRG 60 98.2 0.9/0.9 1.8/1.8 2.4/2.5 3.2/3.1 852 10 754
R3 16 59.2 0.9/0.9 1.7/1.6 2.2/2.2 2.5/2.3 618 6421
R7 13 73.8 0.9/0.9 1.7/1.7 2.3/2.3 2.8/2.5 529 10 051
R23 15 68.7 0.9/0.9 1.7/1.6 2.1/2.0 2.3/2.1 805 5618
R35 11 16.1 1.0/1.0 1.8/1.8 2.5/2.5 2.8/3.0 493 3793
R235 10 45.6 0.9/0.9 1.5/1.4 1.9/1.8 2.1/2.0 639 5582
AZ22 56 227.5 0.9/0.9 1.8/1.8 2.7/2.5 3.4/3.4 14 184 31 278
Z22 64 34.7 1.0/0.9 1.9/1.8 2.8/2.6 3.3/3.3 128 128
2. medium grained parallelism plus flne grained parallelism (independent subterms of
each term are reduced in parallel using an innermost reduction strategy).
To compute the random terms we used the ReDuX random term generator which com-
putes pseudo random terms with up to p positions where p is a positive integer. Table 7
describes the experiments. Column 1 contains the completed TRS used for the normal-
izations, column 2 shows the maximal size of the terms in the lists and column 3 lists
the times needed for the sequential normalization. The next four columns compares the
speed-ups of the two parallelization schemes relative to the sequential implementation.
The last column contains the number of VS-threads produced by the parallelization
schemes (1) and (2), respectively. Surprisingly, the speed-ups for the two schemes do not
difier much, and in some cases they are even worse for scheme (2)y. The extra overhead
for forking VS-threads may consume any additional speed-ups, or the costs of the ba-
sic operations used in the normalizations (in particular the AC matches) may difier too
much and the parallelization granularity may still be too large. Declining speed-ups of
(2) against (1) point to the former, while the good speed-ups of experiment Z22, which
does not contain any AC operators, point to the latter. This question certainly deserves
further investigation.
7.5. parallel unfailing completion
The following set of speciflcations and proof obligations was used to evaluate our un-
failing completion procedure. CGroup is the problem to show that in a commutative
group the inversion is a homomorphism. The Luka speciflcations are an equational ax-
iomatization for propositional calculus by Frege. Lukasiewicz gave another set of axioms,
which are the goals in our examples Luka1, Luka2, and Luka3. Lusk3 proves that a
ring with x2 = x is commutative. Lusk4 shows that the commutator h(h(x; y); y) = e
y This is why we used scheme (1) in our AC completion experiments.
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Table 8. General statistics for unfailing completion.
Unfailing completion (platform 2)
With normalization Without normalization
max. max. max. max. max. max.
TRS cyc. jPj §jPj jRj jEj cyc. jPj §jPj jRj jEj
Luka1 107 3023 17 030 99 0 107 3376 17 030 99 0
Luka2 129 5449 25 965 121 0 129 5796 25 965 121 0
Luka3 382 51 746 240 629 373 0 382 54 757 240 629 373 0
Lusk3 83 6263 10 592 40 34 112 12 964 18 495 39 50
Lusk4 96 3408 7319 53 23 171 27 483 40 680 85 47
Lusk5 26 494 1081 21 5 26 494 1081 21 5
CGroup 29 2530 4228 9 20 29 2909 4228 9 20
Z22 193 632 3029 49 0 251 7407 8995 52 0
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Figure 8. Completion proflles for unfailing completion with (left) and without normalization (right).
holds in a group with x3 = e, and Lusk5 proves that f(x; g(x); y) = y holds in a ternary
algebra where the third axiom is omitted. Note that for completing Z22 the unfailing com-
pletion procedure uses a critical pair selection strategy difierent from the two previous
procedures. For more detailed information see the appendix.
As mentioned before, we have implemented two versions of the unfailing completion
procedure. The flrst one keeps all critical pairs normalized and the second one normalizes
critical pairs only immediately after their creation and upon selection for orientation. In
analogy to Table 1, Table 8 characterizes the sequential completions by the two proce-
dures. jEj denotes the maximal number of non-orientable equations that may be used for
ordered rewriting.
Figure 8 presents a typical completion proflle for unfailing completion with (left col.)
and unfailing completion without normalization (right col.), respectively. R, E, and P
denote the lengths of the list of rewrite rules R, the list of equations E , and the list of
critical pairs P during the proof process at any given cycle of the outer loop.
The left half of Table 9 summarizes our parallel experiments with unfailing completion
that strictly normalizes all pairs (cf. Table 5 for explanations). Again all experiments
were conducted with a common set of grain size settings that proved favorable in our
grain size experiments: The minimal load of a single thread was either (1) normalizing at
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Table 9. Results for parallel unfailing completion.
Unfailing completion (platform 2)
With normalization Without normalization
sequential parallel speed-ups on VS- sequential speed-ups
TRS time [s]/pp 1 proc. 2 proc. 4 proc. threads time [s]/pp on 4 proc.
Luka1 118.7/99% 0.9/1.0 1.8/2.0 3.4/3.7 18 488 98.8/97% (1.2) 3.3 (1.0)
Luka2 232.4/99% 0.9/1.0 1.9/2.0 3.5/3.8 28 678 195.0/98% (1.2) 3.5 (1.0)
Luka3 8197.7/99% 1.0/1.0 1.9/2.0 3.8/3.9 260 119 6779.8/99% (1.2) 3.7 (1.0)
Lusk3 765.8/99% 0.8/1.0 1.5/1.9 3.2/4.1 14 450 1181.4/98% (0.7) 3.2 (1.0)
Lusk4 189.8/99% 0.9/1.0 1.9/2.0 3.6/3.8 10 660 2358.2/97% (0.1) 3.6 (1.0)
Lusk5 9.3/99% 0.7/1.0 1.1/1.6 2.0/2.8 1144 8.1/98% (1.2) 2.1 (1.0)
CGroup 309.1/99% 0.7/1.0 1.1/1.7 3.0/4.5 4942 250.8/98% (1.2) 3.0 (1.0)
Z22 62.3/98% 0.9/1.0 1.7/1.9 3.0/3.3 4130 745.4/26% (0.1) 1.1 (2.7)
least three terms, or (2) testing at least 96 terms for reducibility w.r.t. a rewrite rule, or
(3) testing at least 32 terms for reducibility w.r.t. an equation, or (4) computing critical
pairs between a rule and at least eight other rules, or (5) computing critical pairs between
a rule and at least four equations, or (6) computing critical pairs between an equation
and at least four rules, or (7) computing critical pairs between an equation and at least
two other equations.
Note that speed-ups of 4.1 and 4.5 measured against one processor parallel run times
are unrealistic as well as 0.7 and 0.8 slow down for one processor parallel code compared
to sequential code. This suggests that those parallel runtimes measured on one processor
are to highy. The remaining problems of appropriate size Luka1, Luka2, Luka3, Lusk4
and Z22 show good and regular speed-ups, where the largest problem Luka3 also provides
the best speed-ups.
The right half of Table 9 describes the result for the parallel implementation of unfailing
completion procedure that does not keep all critical pairs normalized. It contains the
sequential runtimes and percentages of the parallelized code in column 7 and the speed-
ups on four processors w.r.t. the sequential implementation in the last column. The
flgures in parentheses show the corresponding ratios for runtimes and speed-ups between
unfailing completion with normalization and without normalization.
We recognize that there are difierent kinds of problems. Table 8 shows that CGroup,
the Luka examples and Lusk5 take the same number of completion rounds, no matter
whether we use unfailing completion with or without normalization. This is also mirrored
in the respective completion proflles. These hints lead us to conjecture that both versions
do roughly the same, where unfailing completion without normalization is about 1.2 times
faster than unfailing completion, because it has to do less work.
The other kind of problems are those where unfailing completion without normalization
takes more completion rounds than unfailing completion. In case of Lusk3, Lusk4 and
Z22, simplifying all critical pairs before choosing the best one in the orientation step
must lead to a more intelligent choice and thus to a short cut in the proof or completion
y It is possible that the system was employed by something else than our job, while we measured
these runtimes, which are wall-clock times.
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process. Unfailing completion without normalization is signiflcantly slower on standard
completion tasks.
Note that for all problems except Z22 speed-ups are roughly the same, no matter
whether we use unfailing completion with or without normalization. This is rather as-
tonishing, because unfailing completion without normalization does less work in parallel
than unfailing completion and therefore was expected to produce worse speed-ups gen-
erally. For more details on our experiments with unfailing completion see Maier et al.
(1995).
8. Conclusions
Completion and parallel computation each have a great many facets, and the combi-
nation of both opens a complex decision space. Currently, we think it is unlikely that
a single optimal solution exists. Our work represents an approach geared towards ev-
eryday operation on shared memory multiprocessors of the workstation class, such as
the 4-processor SPARCstation we use. In addition, we are working towards a discipline
of parallel programming which can be applied uniformly to many aspects of symbolic
computation, from Computer Algebra to Theorem Proving.
In this setting, we have provided a strategy compliant parallelization which shows
reliable and predictable speed-ups. These have been achieved by a high-level parallel
programming technique relying on the support of a well-deflned user-level threads system.
We have thus demonstrated that this approach, which had proved successful in algebraic
applications before, is valid across the spectrum of symbolic computation. These results
are signiflcant because it had been argued before that the inner completion loop could
not be profltably parallelized and that the parallelization must include low-level code.
Reviewing all our parallelization experiments, we notice that the speed-ups mainly
depend on two factors. The flrst factor is the amount of independent work intrinsic to
a problem. Long total runtimes and completion proflles showing large rule and equation
sets during most completion cycles can be seen as indicators for the parallelism available.
The second factor is the (ir)regularity of the costs of basic operations. For very irregular
costs as in AC completion the indicators of much parallelism may be misleading. In
summary, we successfully parallelized all three completion procedures obtaining peak
speed-ups of over 3 on four processors in all three cases. We have thus shown that for
parallel completion on the desk-top good to excellent speed-ups can be achieved with an
inner loop parallelization that preserves the usual behavior and functionality of sequential
completion, but exploits the parallel hardware.
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Appendix. Problem Speciflcations
Algebraic speciflcations and term orderings for Knuth{Bendix completion.
Q4: 1 ¢X = 1, X¡1 ¢X = 1, (X ¢ Y ) ¢ Z = X ¢ (Y ¢ Z), a4 = b2, a¡1 = b ¢ (a ¢ b¡1)
Knuth{Bendix order: ()¡1 : 0 > ¢ : 2 > b : 1 > a : 1 > 1 : 1
Dn: (Dihedral group) 1 ¢X = 1, X¡1 ¢X = 1, (X ¢ Y ) ¢ Z = X ¢ (Y ¢ Z), an = 1, b2 = 1, b ¢ a = a¡1 ¢ b
Knuth{Bendix order: ()¡1 : 0 > ¢ : 2 > b : 1 > a : 1 > 1 : 1
Pn: (k equals 0, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 16, 24 for P0, P1, P2, P3, P4, P5, P6, P7 and P8, cf. Christian (1989))
f(f(X;Y ); X) = f(X; f(Y;X)), f(ei; X) = X, f(X; ji(X)) = ei for 1 • i • k
Knuth{Bendix order: jk > ¢ ¢ ¢ > j1 > f > ek > ¢ ¢ ¢ > e1, w(ei) = 1 for 1 • i < k, w(ek) = 2, w(f) = 0,
w(ji) = 2(n¡ i) for 1 • i • k.
Mn: g(X; j(fi(fi+1 mod n(X)))) = fi+1 mod n(X) for 1 • i • n, g(fi(X); Y ) = fi(Y ) for 1 • i • n,
g(g(X;Y ); j(Z)) = g(X; g(Y; Z)), g(g(X;Y ); Z) = g(X;Z)
Knuth{Bendix order: j : 0 > g : (n+ 1) > f1 : n > ¢ ¢ ¢ > fn : 1
Z22: (Cyclic group of order 22, cf. Avenhaus and Denzinger (1993)) a(b(c(X))) = d(X), b(c(d(X))) = e(X),
c(d(e(X))) = a(X), d(e(a(X))) = b(X), e(a(b(X))) = c(X), a(a1(X)) = X, a1(a(X)) = X, b(b1(X)) =
X, b1(b(X)) = X, c(c1(X)) = X, c1(c(X)) = X, d(d1(X)) = X, d1(d(X)) = X, e(e1(X)) = X,
e1(e(X)) = X
Path order: e1 > e > ¢ ¢ ¢ > a1 > a
Z22T : (cf. Avenhaus and Denzinger (1993), modifled) a(b(c(X))) = d(X), b(c(d(X))) = e(X), c(d(e(X))) =
f(X), d(e(f(X))) = a(X), e(f(a(X))) = b(X), f(a(b(X))) = c(X), a(a1(X)) = X, a1(a(X)) = X,
b(b1(X)) = X, b1(b(X)) = X, c(c1(X)) = X, c1(c(X)) = X, d(d1(X)) = X, d1(d(X)) = X, e(e1(X)) =
X, e1(e(X)) = X, f(f1(X)) = X, f1(f(X)) = X
Path order: f1 > f > ¢ ¢ ¢ > a1 > a
Z22W : (cf. Avenhaus and Denzinger (1993), modifled) X ¢ 1 = X, X ¢ X¡1 = 1, (X ¢ Y ) ¢ Z = X ¢ (Y ¢ Z),
a ¢ (b ¢ c) = d, b ¢ (c ¢ d) = e, c ¢ (d ¢ e) = a, d ¢ (e ¢ a) = b, e ¢ (a ¢ b) = c
Knuth{Bendix order: ()¡1 : 0 > ¢ : 3 > e : 2 > ¢ ¢ ¢ > a : 2 > 1 : 1
Algebraic speciflcations and term orderings for AC completion.
AGR: (Abelian group, f+g 2 FAC) 0 +X = X, X¡1 +X = 0
Path order: ()¡1 > + > 1 > 0
DLT : (Distributive lattice, f^;_g 2 FAC) (X ^ (X _ Y )) = X, (X _ (X ^ Y )) = X, (X _ (X ^ Y )) =
((X _ Y ) ^ (X _ Y ))
Path order: _ > ^
RX: (Multivariate polynomials over commutative rings with unit elements, cf. Bu˜ndgen (1991), f+, ¢, :, fl,
'g 2 FAC) x+0 = x, x+¡x = 0, x ¢1 = x, x ¢ (y+z) = (x ¢y)+(x ¢z), X:I = X, f'› = f , ffl› = ›,
fflM(1; I) = f , ffl(g'h) = (fflg)'(fflh), f'(fflM(¡1; I)) = ›, M(x;X)'M(y;X) = M(x+y;X),
M(x;X)flM(y; Y ) = M(x ¢ y;X:Y )
Polynomial Interpretation: 0 : 6, 1 : 2, I : 6, › : 6, X : 6, Y : 6, + : X1 + X2 + 5, ¢ : X1X2, : : X1X2,
¡ : 10X1 + 2, M : (X1 + 5) ⁄X2, ' : X1 +X2 + 5, fl : X1X2
BRG: (Boolean ring, f';^g 2 FAC) X ' F = X, X ' X = F , X ^ T = X, X ^ X = X, X ^ F = F ,
X ^ (Y 'Z) = (X ^Y )' (X ^Z), a1'a2 = a6, a1'a3 = a4, a1'a4 = a3, a1'a5 = T , a1'a6 = a2,
a2 ' a3 = a5, a2 ' a4 = T , a2 ' a5 = a3, a2 ' a6 = a1, a3 ' a4 = a1, a3 ' a5 = a2, a3 ' a6 = T ,
a4 ' a5 = a6, a4 ' a6 = a5, a5 ' a6 = a4, a1 ^ a2 = F , a1 ^ a3 = F , a1 ^ a4 = a1, a1 ^ a5 = F ,
a1 ^ a6 = a1, a2 ^ a3 = F , a2 ^ a4 = F , a2 ^ a5 = a2, a2 ^ a6 = a2, a3 ^ a4 = a3, a3 ^ a5 = a3,
a3 ^ a6 = F , a4 ^ a5 = a3, a4 ^ a6 = a1, a5 ^ a6 = a2, a1 ' T = a5, a2 ' T = a4, a3 ' T = a6,
a4 ' T = a2, a5 ' T = a1, a6 ' T = a3
Path order: ^ > ' > a1 » a2 » a3 » a4 » a5 » a6 > T > F
AZ22: (cf. Avenhaus and Denzinger (1993), modifled, f¢g 2 FAC) X ¢ 1 = X, X ¢ X¡1 = 1, a ¢ (b ¢ c) = d,
b ¢ (c ¢ d) = e, c ¢ (d ¢ e) = a, d ¢ (e ¢ a) = b, e ¢ (a ¢ b) = c
Path order: ()¡1 > ¢ > e > ¢ ¢ ¢ > a > 1
Z22: (see above)
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Rijk:::: (Finitely presented rings, f+; ¢g 2 FAC cf. Bu˜ndgen (1992)) 0 +X = X, 0 ¢X = 0, 1 ¢X = X, ¡0 = 0,
¡(¡X) = X, X+¡X = 0, ¡(X+Y ) = ¡X+¡Y , X ¢¡Y = ¡(X ¢Y ), X ¢ (Y +Z) = (X ¢Y ) + (X ¢Z),
(1 + ¢ ¢ ¢+ 1| { z }
i
) ¢ 1i = 1, (1 + ¢ ¢ ¢+ 1| { z }
j
) ¢ 1j = 1, (1 + ¢ ¢ ¢+ 1| { z }
k
) ¢ 1k = 1; : : :
Polynomial Interpretation: 0 : 6, 1 : 2, 1i : 1000,
1
j : 10000,
1
k : 100000, . . . , + : X1 + X2 + 5, ¢ : X1X2,
¡ : 10X1 + 2
Algebraic speciflcations and term orderings for unfailing completion.
CGroup: g(e) = e, g(g(x)) = x, g(f(x; y)) = f(g(y); g(x)), f(f(x; y); z) = f(x; f(y; z)), f(e; x) = x,
f(g(x); x) = e, f(g(x); f(x; y)) = y, f(x; y) = f(y; x), f(x; e) = x, f(x; g(x)) = e, f(x; f(g(x); y)) = y
Knuth{Bendix order: g : 0 > f : 2 > e : 1 Task: prove g(f(x; y)) = f(g(x); g(y))
Luka1: (cf. Tarski (1956)) C(C(p; q); C(N(q); N(p))) = T , C(T; x) = x, C(p; C(q; p)) = T , C(N(N(p)); p) =
T , C(p;N(N(p))) = T , C(C(p; C(q; r)), C(C(p; q); C(p; r))) = T , C(C(p; C(q; r)); C(q; C(p; r))) = T
Path order: C > N > T > Ap > Aq > Ar Task: prove C(C(Ap;Aq); C(C(Ap;Aq); C(Ap;Ar))) = T
Luka2: (cf. Tarski (1956)) C(T; x) = x, C(p; C(q; p)) = T , C(p;N(N(p))) = T , C(N(N(p)); p) = T , C(C(p,
C(q; r)); C(C(p; q); C(p; r))) = T , C(C(p; C(q; r)); C(q; C(p; r))) = T , C(C(p; q); C(N(q); N(p))) = T
Path order: C > N > T > Ap Task: prove C(C(N(Ap); Ap); Ap) = T
Luka3: (cf. Tarski (1956)) C(C(p, C(q; r)), C(C(p; q), C(p; r))) = T , C(T; x) = x, C(p; C(q; p)) = T , C(C(p,
C(q; r)), C(q; C(p; r))) = T , C(N(N(p)); p) = T , C(p, N(N(p))) = T , C(C(p; q), C(N(q), N(p))) = T
Path order: C > N > T > Ap Task: prove C(Ap;C(N(Ap); Aq)) = T
Lusk3: (cf. Lusk and Overbeek (1985)) f(f(x; y); z) = f(x; f(y; z)), j(0; x) = x, j(x; 0) = x, j(g(x); x) =
0, f(x; j(y; z)) = j(f(x; y); f(x; z)), j(x; g(x)) = 0, j(x; y) = j(y; x), j(j(x; y); z) = j(x, j(y; z)),
f(j(x; y); z) = j(f(x; z), f(y; z)), f(x; x) = x
Knuth{Bendix order: f : 5 > j : 4 > g : 3 > 0 : 1 > b : 1 > a : 1 Task: prove f(a; b) = f(b; a)
Lusk4: (cf. Lusk and Overbeek (1985)) f(f(x; y); z) = f(x; f(y; z)), f(g(x); x) = e, f(e; x) = x, f(x; f(x; x)) =
e, h(x; y) = f(x; f(y; f(g(x); g(y)))), f(x; g(x)) = e, f(x; e) = x
Knuth{Bendix order: f : 4 > g : 3 > h : 5 > b : 1 > a : 1 > e : 1 Task: prove h(h(a; b); b) = e
Lusk5: (cf. Lusk and Overbeek (1985)) f(f(v; w; x), y, f(v; w; z)) = f(v; w, f(x; y; z)), f(y; x; x) = x,
f(x; x; y) = x, f(g(y), y; x) = x
Path order: g > f > b > a Task: prove f(a; g(a); b) = b
Z22: (see above) Task: completion
